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From the Center for Peacebuilding  

KOFF unveils peacebuilding information market 

On 1 July the Center for Peacebuilding went live with an information market on its 
website. It comprises four sections, namely organisations, training opportunities, 
reading/links, and calendar of events.  

In the first section, KOFF presents 85 Swiss organisations that are involved with civil 
peacebuilding. The information provided covers action priorities of the particular or-
ganisation, the main regions of activity, the peacebuilding budget, as well as contact 
possibilities. In addition, a brief description of each organisation is given. The data-
base can be searched using various criteria, including combined criteria. The infor-
mation provided is based on Claude André Ribaux's book „Friedensförderung und 
Konfliktbearbeitung in der Schweiz“, which was published in March 2003 as well as 
on own research conducted by the Center for Peacebuilding. 

The second section gives an overview of training opportunities in peacebuilding in 
Switzerland. Information is currently available on 20 training opportunities that can 
be queried by keywords and training duration. The information about individual trai-
ning courses covers programmes, target groups, duration, certificates, costs and con-
tact possibilities.  

In the third section, KOFF has assembled commentaries and pointers on recommen-
ded reading and links to other web pages. Finally, the fourth section contains a ca-
lendar of events with regularly updated pointers to conferences, meetings, 
workshops, training courses and advanced courses. The database can be searched 
by type of event and by time-frame. 

The Center for Peacebuilding will be regularly updating the Infomarket and further 
developing it in the weeks and months ahead. Contributions are warmly welcomed.  

Further information: KOFF, Lorenz Jakob: jakob@swisspeace.unibe.ch 

 
 

Gender and peacebuilding at KOFF 

The Center for Peacebuilding is currently engaged in further building up or suppor-
ting gender-expertise in the realm of peacebuilding. In this regard KOFF is now for-
ming a clear picture of the needs and interests of member organisations. Some 
examples are gender-training courses, gender roundtables and discussion forums or 
gender-sensitive evaluations of individual projects from amongst members.  

KOFF is already involved in discussions on gender and peacebuilding. As the KOFF 
staff member responsible for the topic, Cordula Reimann wrote the lead article 
„Women in Violent Conflicts“ in „peace prints“ (2/2003) of the World Peace Service 
(WFD), which were enclosed in the „TAZ“ and „Le monde diplomatique“ newspa-
pers in Germany, and she gave a lecture in June at the Biel/Bienne Soroptomists In-
ternational Club. In addition, the Conference on „Gender relations in overcoming vi-
olent conflicts“ was held in Loccum/Germany at the end of June, with the active par-
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ticipation of KOFF. The presentations and discussions revolved mainly around possi-
bilities for making a concrete impact on local gender-relations in conflicts and pea-
cebuilding and changing them radically. Attention focused on „do no harm“ appro-
aches and the first „lessons learned“ in gender-sensitive conflict transformation.  

Further information: KOFF, Cordula Reimann: reimann@swisspeace.unibe.ch 

 
 

KOFF visits FriEnt 

Two women staff members of KOFF met with the Peace Development Group (FriEnt) 
in Bonn to discuss experiences hitherto in platform work for civil peace-building and 
possibilities for closer cooperation. Both organisations expressed special interest in 
sharing country analyses and mainstreaming processes. FriEnt was also highly inte-
rested in KOFF's experiences with the country roundtables. 

Further information: KOFF, Anita Müller: anita.mueller@swisspeace.unib.ch 

 

Created two years ago, the FriEnt Group comprises a team eight staff members se-
conded by German development organizations and foundations for this task (gtz, 
BMZ, EED, Civil Conflict Transformation Platform, Misereor, Friedrich Naumann 
Foundation, Friedrich Ebert Foundation, Civil Peace Service Consortium). FriEnt's 
goal is to enhance the capabilities and coherence of its members through increased 
sharing of experiences. Alongside its long-term work of further developing methodo-
logical approaches and publishing the Newsletter „Impulse“, the organization is cur-
rently working on three priority projects: „markets of violence“, informal networks 
and development co-operation work in the Islamic world.  

Further information: www.frient.de 

 

 

News from Swiss NGOs 

Civil peacebuilding – a new „old“ priority topic at Helvetas 

Since April this year, Helvetas has had a fourth new area of activity called „Civil So-
ciety and State“. This reflects a trend that has been in evidence since the 1990s in 
Helvetas' work abroad, namely growing programme support for local initiatives de-
signed to foster civil peace processes, buttress decentralised structures and introdu-
ce principles of good governance. Accordingly, these are the topics that the new 
area of activity is expected to cover. 

With the addition of this new area, a corresponding office was formally opened at 
the Helvetas headquarters in Zurich. It is headed by Remo Gesù and has already 
drawn up a strategy setting out the action framework, principles and priorities for 
the area of work. A definitive version will be available by the end of July. In addition, 
the office is responsible for providing content-related support and advice for Helve-
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tas programmes and projects, the review and analysis and internal sharing of expe-
riences, as well as for networking with other organisations and institutions.  

In the realm of peacebuilding, Helvetas is now keen to implement the „Do no harm“ 
principle above all, and to step up conflict transformation and peacebuilding in pro-
ject work in crisis regions. Three „Peace and Conflict Impact Assessments“ (PCIA) 
have already been conducted, one in Kirgistan and two in Sri Lanka. The experiences 
gleaned are currently being formulated as guidelines that should orient local Helve-
tas programme leaders in the practical use of the PCIA tool and in integrating it into 
project management. In addition, the office (in cooperation with KOFF) intends to 
discuss the gender aspect of peacebuilding in greater depth and strengthen the in-
ternal Helvetas conflict culture. This also entails devising the relevant guidelines and 
adapting management tools and processes. 

Helvetas projects with peacebuilding aspects 

In Sri Lanka - mainly in the eastern provinces - Helvetas is running several projects 
that combine reconciliation work, trauma and stress management, reconstruction 
and human rights promotion with „classical“ development work. In Bhutan, the 
Dominican Republic and Haiti the relief agency is working to combat discrimination 
against minorities and is also supporting good governance and efforts to decentrali-
se. Helvetas has actively supported the peace process, and conflict transformation in 
Guatemala, where peacebuilding remain crucial issues. In Mozambique the organi-
sation is working to reinforce civil and human rights and is endeavouring to prevent 
fighting over resources such as land and water. This is also a priority in Kirgistan, 
where Helvetas is running a rights counselling project and is also becoming a central 
topic in Mali and Cameroon. The Cameroon programme entails the strengthening of 
human rights and democracy, mediation, training of „Peace Volunteers“ and conflict 
transformation services. In Nepal, measures to foster conditions favourable to peace 
and encourage decentralisation are of crucial importance. 

Further information: Remo Gesù: Remo.Gesu@helvetas.org  

This contribution is part of a series. Since the start of the year, the KOFF Newsletter 
has been presenting project offices created within Swiss development cooperation 
entities with special responsibility for peace building. There will be further contribu-
tions in the series. 

 
 

Four visions of future peacebuilding 

As part of its „Future Councils in Action“ programme, the „Stiftung Zukunftsrat“ 
organised a „Conflict prevention and peace-building discussion“ on 19 June at the 
„Offene Heiliggeistkirche“ in Berne. Four representatives of organisations concerned 
with peace, conflicts and security discussed their visions of peacebuilding in 20 
years’ time.  

Ambassador Philippe Welti, Director of the Security Policy Division of the Federal 
Department of Defence, Civil Protection and Sports (VBS) outlined a vision of stabili-
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ty and security for all and called for rules to be implemented governing the non-
violent management of conflicts and the form of force to be applied in justified ca-
ses. Endeavours to that end must come within the UN framework, Welti said. 

Cordula Reimann of KOFF/swisspeace set out her vision as a woman scientist. She 
came out in favour of greater institutionalisation of peacebuilding and more re-
search funding in this field. Peacebuilding should be viewed as the long-term, pro-
cess-oriented accompaniment of the parties in conflict and implies thorough coope-
ration and networking amongst all those working for peace. Other building blocks of 
Reimann's vision are a comprehensive and well-established peace education and a 
UN Commission on the Prevention of Violence.  

In his vision of the present order, Nico Lutz from the Group for a Switzerland without 
an Army (GSoA) presented an alternative societal model where there is fair distribu-
tion of money and food, equal opportunity for all, sustainable use of resources and 
weapon-free societies. He advocated the power of the law rather than the law of the 
powerful and concluded that such a law was not functioning today. As a case in 
point, Lutz mentioned the UN's failure to condemn the USA on account of the Iraq 
war. 

Jean-Daniel Gerber, Director of the Federal Office for Refugees, described three ele-
ments of visionary peacebuilding: realisation of democracy, sustainable growth and 
social security with income above subsistence level. Gerber justified his vision with 
the observation that there were very few examples of wars between democracies 
and that the Amish Group was the only society known to him to have survived a 
long time without growth. For Switzerland he called on everyone to be mindful of 
moral values, for the integration of migrants and integration into Europe.   

Further information: KOFF, Cordula Reimann: reimann@swisspeace.unibe.ch 

 
 

Peace Watch Palestine/Israel: pilot phase evaluated 

The room for manoeuvre of the „Peace Watch Palestine/Israel“ project amongst the 
Palestinian civilian population is constantly changing in the light of the tough Israeli 
policy. For the Swiss members, a stronger orientation toward Israeli peace and hu-
man rights organisations is crucial. These are two fundamental elements of the eva-
luation of the project's pilot phase conducted at a workshop held in early June in Ol-
ten. It was also noted at the time that the project should do more through publicity 
and lobbying in Switzerland to foster awareness that peace efforts will have mea-
ningful prospects only if they are based on international law and the respect for hu-
man rights. The Olten evaluation was carried out by the „Peace Watch Switzerland“ 
(PWS) member organisations, the PWS board and staff, which is jointly responsible 
for the project's operational aspects. The experiences from the pilot phase are to be 
immediately incorporated into the project.  

 

mailto:reimann@swisspeace.unibe.ch
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In the „Peace Watch Palestine/Israel“ project, volunteers from Switzerland complete 
a three-month assignment as human rights monitors in Palestine/Israel. The first 
ones have just returned from their assignment. The project – which represents Swiss 
participation in the EAPPI international accompaniment programme of the World 
Council of Churches - is being supported by the development organisations HEKS, 
cfd, Mission 21 and Horyzon under the patronage of the Swiss Protestant Church 
Federation. 

Further information: Fachstelle OeME/HEKS, Matthias Hui 
matthias.hui@refbejuso.ch; contact to the project: Markus Marti (coordinator):  
palestine@peacewatch.ch 

 
 

1000 women for the Nobel Peace Prize 2005: preliminary project about to end 

The „1000 Women for the Nobel Peace Prize 2005“ project, located at swisspeace, 
would like to see the 2005 Nobel Peace Prize awarded to a thousand peace women - 
at least one from every country on earth. To identify the 1000 peace women, 12 of 
14 supra-regionally networked women coordinators have so far pledged their co-
operation and support under a preliminary project. The women coordinators will be 
invited to Berne at the end of August so as to jointly work out the criteria for the se-
lection of the peace women. The preliminary project runs until the end of July and is 
being financed primarily by Political Division IV of the Federal Department of Foreign 
Affairs (DFA), though it is also receiving considerable private support. The actual 
project is to be financed by foundations, funds, institutions and also by the Federal 
Administration as well as individuals. As soon as all the women coordinators and 
the selection criteria are finally determined, potential sponsors will be approached. 
As the project leaders are hoping to glean meaningful ideas for conflict research and 
peace policy from the 1000 strategies being followed by the peace women for 
constructive conflict management, the project is being accompanied academically by 
an inter-disciplinary research group.  

Further information: http://www.1000peacewomen.org, as well as  
swisspeace, Maren Haartje: maren.haartje@swisspeace.unibe.ch and  
Rebecca Vermot: rebecca.vermot@1000peacewomen.org 
 
 

News from Swiss Government Agencies 

Sri Lanka commitment: accompanying peace processes and buttressing federalism  

The commitment of Political Division IV of the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs 
(DFA) in Sri Lanka is being maintained and even further reinforced. This emerges 
from the corresponding Medium-term Plan (Mittelfristkonzept) 2003-2006, which is 
about to be approved. The planned activities are based on requests from the warring 
parties and are concentrated on three priorities:  

mailto:matthias.hui@refbejuso.ch
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• Support for the official peace process as well as complementary peace-building 
actions in civil society. The latter is taking place mainly through the co-financing 
of the Resource Network for Conflict Studies and Transformation (RNCST) of the 
German Berghof Foundation. By transmitting inter alia negotiating techniques 
and mediation mechanisms, the RNCST is striving to improve overall peacebuil-
ding capability. In the process, issues (e.g. reconciliation or human rights) and 
players (e.g. from civil society and the Parliamentary Opposition) are being inclu-
ded, which still have no place in the official peace talks. PA IV will support other 
„Track 2 actions“ if they prove to be of undoubted value. 

• The Sri Lankan parties in conflict have agreed to seek a federal solution. The in-
tention is to cooperate in this regard by providing advice on power sharing, fede-
ralism and decentralised structures. The relevant projects will be run locally, 
though study trips to Switzerland will also be organised.   

• Complementary activities, mainly in the realm of humanitarian mine clearance. In 
this connection, the PA IV and SDC are jointly supporting a project by the „Swiss 
Foundation for Mine Action“ in Vavunjya and Mannar.  

In keeping with the Medium-term Plan, activities could be stepped up even more, 
e.g. as regards dealing with the past and the furtherance of human rights. A Swiss 
adviser sent through the pool of experts for civil peacebuilding has been active local-
ly since June seeing to the PA IV-supported programme. The PA IV intends to conti-
nue to embed its actions in those of other outside players and to endeavour to 
contribute to a coherent and pointed Swiss presence in Sri Lanka. Considering the 
complexity of the conflict, PA IV views its undertaking as a medium-term, strategic 
commitment with no obligation to score immediate success. An annual budget of 
some CHF 1.5 million is envisaged for the coming years. 

Further information: DFA, Markus Heiniger: markus.heiniger@eda.admin.ch 

Multifaceted Swiss presence in Sri Lanka 

Switzerland is present in Sri Lanka through its Embassy, which also represents the 
Federal Office for Refugees (BFF). The Political Division is supporting the RNCST 
Network, various federalism projects and a mine action project. In May 2003 the 
SDC opened an office in Jaffna and launched new projects of its own involving assis-
tance for displaced persons, and reconstruction. An SDC project called „Develop-
ment and Peace“ is aiming to foster peaceful coexistence in multi-ethnic provinces 
in the East. Moreover, the SDC makes contributions to humanitarian organisations 
such as Caritas, Terre des hommes, ICRC, UNHCR and WFP. The two Swiss NGOs 
Helvetas and Swisscontact receive annual programme contributions toward their ac-
tivities in southern and eastern Sri Lanka. A detailed overview of the engagement of 
Swiss governmental and non-governmental actors in Sri Lanka is available on the 
KOFF-website. 

 

mailto:markus.heiniger@eda.admin.ch
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New peace-building activities in Georgia 

The involvement of Political Division IV (PA IV) of the Federal Department of Foreign 
Affairs (DFA) in civil peacebuilding and human rights activities in Georgia is recent. 
In 2002 the PD IV financed a rehabilitation support fund in Abchasia. This fund is 
being managed by UNOMIG, the UN mission in Georgia.  

For the current year the PA IV has stepped up its support for dialogue-oriented pro-
jects for Georgian and Abchasian representatives of governmental and non-
governmental organisations as well as for parliamentarians from the three southern 
countries of the Caucasus. Support is also going to projects pertaining to the promo-
tion of federalism and to the issue of „security guarantees“, which aim to guarantee 
a minimum level of security (physical security , human rights, food security) to the 
Abchasian civilian population.  The PD IV-supported projects are being executed by 
UNOMIG as well as Swiss and international non-governmental organisations (e.g. 
the Berghof Institute and the Geneva Centre for Security Policy).  

In the future, the PD IV could well support other federalism projects,  as well as pro-
jects addressing the recognition of the rights of minorities and human security. The 
fostering of dialogue between the parties in conflict, especially between Georgians 
and Abchasians will nevertheless continue to be of paramount importance. 

Further information: PD IV, Marc George: marc.george@eda.admin.ch 

Georgian delegation visits Switzerland 

A workshop was held on 25 June at swisspeace and KOFF with a delegation from 
Georgia with political, academic and media representatives. The meeting was part 
of a 10-day trip under the theme „Democracy, Federalism and Multiculturalism - the 
Example of Switzerland“, wich had been organised by the Federal Union of Europe-
an Nationalities (FUEN). The example of Sri Lanka was used to present the FDA's in-
volvement in peacebuilding, and similarities between the conflict transformation 
processes in Georgia and Sri Lanka were discussed. Swisspeace wishes to step up its 
future involvement in Georgia, and the country is therefore expected to be included 
in the swisspeace early warning project FAST. 

 
 

Committee of the Council of States discusses peace promotion law 

At its spring session, the National Council (House of Representatives) approved by a 
clear majority the law on civil peacebuilding and the strengthening of the human 
rights and a CHF240-million credit line for civil conflict transformation and human 
rights promotion. The Foreign Policy Committee of the Council of States is currently 
discussing the two proposals. There is disagreement over some points of the propo-
sal within the Committee, for instance concerning the amount of the credit and the 
nature of the co-operation between the government and NGOs. „Peacebuilding is 
not yet a broadly enough supported concept and still needs to be explained to 
NGOs“, observed Peter Maurer, head of the Political Division IV of the Federal De-
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partment of Foreign Affairs (DFA). The Committee of the Council of States will again 
discuss the peace promotion law in August, when several pending aspects of the 
amount of the credit are to be examined. The law is expected to come before the 
Council of States in September.  

Further information: EDA, Peter Maurer: peter.maurer@eda.admin.ch 

 
 

SDC „Gender mainstreaming“ Conference  

Following up on a five-day gender workshop with SDC national and international 
partners, the SDC Conference „Gender mainstreaming - one way to equality“ took 
place in Berne on 20 June. Gender experts from the Administration, Swiss NGOs and 
international organisations discussed the „lessons learned“ from gender main-
streaming exercises conducted in governmental and non-governmental development 
cooperation and peacebuilding.  

SDC Director Walter Fust introduced the new SDC gender policy as a cross-cutting 
theme for poverty reduction and sustainable development. Fust stressed that devel-
opment co-operation work could only be effective if gender-specific asymmetries 
were eliminated and women were supported and reaffirmed in their various roles.   

Federal Councillor Micheline Calmy-Rey, head of the Federal Department of Foreign 
Affairs (DFA), underscored the central role of women in peacebuilding, and an-
nounced that greater and more targeted efforts were under way to provide an insti-
tutional framework within the DFA for gender, conflict and peacebuilding issues.  

Women experts from the UN, from Swiss institutions and NGOs and SDC staff mem-
bers working in India, Burkina Faso, Nepal, Peru and South-Eastern Europe discussed 
concrete successes and general challenges of gender mainstreaming at the local and 
international levels. 

Further information: DDC, Barbara Affolter, barbara.affolter@deza.admin.ch,  
see also publications. 

 
 

International News 

European peace mission for the Congo 

In June the Council of Ministers of the European Union (EU) approved a European 
peace mission with up to 1500 soldiers for the Democratic Republic of the Congo. 
Geographically, Operation Artemis is limited to the eastern Congolese region around 
the city of Bunia. The aim is to improve the humanitarian situation, secure the air-
port and refugee camp in Bunia and to ensure the safety of the civilian population 
and humanitarian aid workers. The basis of the intervention is United Nations Secu-
rity Council Resolution 1484 of May 2003. The intervention is the first to be con-
ducted by the EU without NATO funds and NATO capabilities.  

mailto:peter.maurer@eda.admin.ch
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The UN Security Council has furthermore launched a fact-finding mission in order to 
move the peace process forward politically in Central Africa. In addition to the dis-
puted North-Eastern Congo, it will also cover Burundi, Angola, Rwanda, Kenya, 
Uganda and South Africa.  

Further information: http://ue.eu.int/pesd/congo/index.asp 

 
 

EU supports Sri Lanka peace process  

The European Commission has allocated EUR 3.3 million in emergency aid to sup-
port the peace process in Sri Lanka. The money will only be disbursed, however, 
when the Sri Lankan government and the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) 
have resumed their interrupted peace talks. At the mid-June Sri Lanka Conference, 
the Commission also pledged EUR 50 million for the 2003-2004 period. These funds 
are to be used in conjunction with development cooperation work, humanitarian 
aid, mine clearance projects and assistance for displaced persons.  

Further information: 
http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/sri_lanka/intro/index.htm 
 
 

Grants from the „United States Institute of Peace“ 

The „United States Institute of Peace“ offers grants and allowances for research, 
educational, training and information projects on topics related to peace-building 
and conflict transformation. Projects on terrorism and the Arab-Israeli conflict are 
the ones being mostly sought at present. The grants normally range between USD 
25,000 and USD 45,000 and the prime recipients are US non-profit organisations, as 
well as some foreign ones. 

Further information: www.usip.org/grants/index.html 

 
 

Events 

Annual conference of the Political Department (Human Security)  

The annual conference of Political Division IV (Human Security) of the Federal De-
partment of Foreign Affairs (DFA) on Sri Lanka will be held on 9 September in Berne.  

Further information: http://www.swisspeace.org/uploads/koff/pa4.pdf 
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Conflict Resolution in schools 

The „European Centre for Conflict Prevention“ is organising an international Con-
ference on „Conflict resolution in schools“ on 15 and 16 September in Soesterberg.  

Further information: http://www.xs4all.nl/~conflic1/CRiS/Folder.pdf 

 

Mass media transformation in post-Soviet conditions  

The Caucasus Media Institute and the Swiss NGO Centre for Applied Studies in In-
ternational Negotiations (CIMERA) will be organising a conference on mass media 
transformation in post-Soviet conditions on 26 and 27 September in Yerevan, Arme-
nia. 

Further information: http://www.cimera.org/en/events/ind_events.htm 

 
 

Training 

Course on peacebuilding in the development cooperation work  

As part of the preparation of experts in development co-operation work, the German 
Development Service (DED) is offering a qualifying course on „Civil conflict trans-
formation and peace-building in development cooperation work“, which is also 
open to interested parties from other organisations. The next course will take place 
from 4 to 29 August 2003 in Bad Honnef/Germany.  

Further information: www.swisspeace.org/uploads/koff/ded.pdf 

 

Children from war-torn and crisis zones 

On 5 and 6 September, the peace studies/conflict psychology unit of the Peace Re-
search Institute Frankfurt (PRIF) will be organising an advanced experts’ course un-
der the theme „Children from war-torn and crisis regions“. 

Further information: http://www.hsfk.de/pp/ 

 

Two training opportunities from the Forum for Peace Education  

Starting in September, the Forum for Peace Education will be offering two extended 
training courses entitled „Confronting violence – learning conflict management“ 
and „On the way to a culture of non-violence“. 

Further information: http://www.friedenserziehung.ch/Trainigszyklus.htm 

 

Other pointers to events and training courses are available through the KOFF-
Infomarket at http://www.swisspeace.org/KOFF/events.asp 

http://www.xs4all.nl/~conflic1/CRiS/Folder.pdf
http://www.cimera.org/en/events/ind_events.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/uploads/koff/ded.pdf
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Publications 

New SDC Guidelines „Gender in Practice“ 

The Swiss Agency for Development and Co-operation (SDC) published its „Gender in 
Practice“ documentation at the end of June. The guidelines are intended for SDC 
staff and SDC partners in governmental and non-governmental organisations with a 
view to raising their gender awareness. It is a tool comprised of concepts, arguments 
and strategies, which raises key questions and gives specific examples. It contains 
13 dossiers and a list of references. The dossiers are so structured that they can be 
read independently of one another. Each contains a minimum of theory, and the fo-
cus is on practical tips and experiences from the SDC. SDC published end of June  
also their „ Strategy 2010 “ (see KOFF-Newsletter 0902). 

Order: SDC, Tel. 031/322 44 12, info@deza.admin.ch 

 
 

Web tip 

Pambazuka News: 

„Pambazuka News“ is an Africa-specific, weekly e-mail newsletter that strives to 
contribute to greater social justice in Africa by means of information, commentaries 
and analysis. It is a comprehensive newsletter with broad content coverage. Catego-
ries such as „human rights and democracy“, „corruption“ and „refugees“ are dealt 
with side-by-side with pointers regarding background materials, training courses and 
job offers. The Pambazuka News homepage hosts also other mailing lists and dis-
cussion forums on Africa-specific topics.  

Address: http://lists.kabissa.org/lists/archives/public/pambazuka-news/ 

  

 

Publisher: 
Center for Peacebuilding (KOFF) / swisspeace 
Sonnenbergstrasse 17, CH - 3000 Bern 7 
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Internet: www.swisspeace.org/koff 
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national Association for Human Values • Interteam • Media Aid • Novartis Foundation for Sustainable Development

• Peace Brigades International • Pestalozzi Children's Village Foundation • Quakers’ United Nations Office • Swissaid

• Swiss Catholic Lenten Fund • Swiss Ecumenical Peace Program • Swiss Peace Council • Swiss Refugee Aid • Swiss League

of Catholic Women • Swiss Red Cross • Swiss Workers’ Relief Agency • Terre des Hommes, Switzerland • War-torn Socie-
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